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Overview

This article contains the release notes for Intelli-Site v4.28.10.  The following sections describe the
release in detail and provide late-breaking or other information that supplements the main
documentation.

This is a maintenance release that improves quality, reliability, and
performance.  All users are encouraged to upgrade to this release.

New Features

The following software features were added:

For an unlicensed version (a.k.a. the demo license), the reader count has been increased to 50.

The following Panels were added or upgraded:

N/A

Resolved Issues

The following issues affecting all products have been resolved:

Configuration Utility

The project password can be changed for the current project using the Create or setup
project button.

Intelli-Site 4.0.27.10 would not allow the creation of additional projects. This has been fixed.
This only affects integrators who manage multiple installations. End-Users were not affected as
they only run one project.

Desktop Client

Access Management View

Deleting a card now properly sends a delete card message to the panels.

Deleting a personnel record now properly sends a delete card message to the panels.

The [Search] button is now disabled when a query is active.

The [Clear Query] button is now disabled when a record is being edited or added.

With a large number of cards on a busy system, there was a chance that the data fields
would be pre-populated with the selected personnel and token when a query is cleared
and another one immediately initiated. To prevent this, all buttons are disabled until the
tables are fully populated.

Design View

Selecting a screen object in the Tree no longer overrides the Freeze Edit checkbox.
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Report Parameter Settings nodes now contain the proper parameter settings for the
type of report. These settings nodes can be saved for use in Reports View. They are
child nodes of the specific report nodes in the Project Node Tree. Double-clicking on
these nodes in Reports View will generate the report using these settings.

The Delete option is no longer possible for child nodes of panels that should not be
deleted individually.

Information Manager

No messages will be sent to the Debug tab until the Debug tab is visible. This is a tech
support option much like the Log Messages checkboxes in the Configuration Utility. You
should only display the Debug tab at the request of tech support.

The index error has been fixed when there are a lot of alarms in the Alarm Queue that
are acknowledged and cleared.

Scheduled Events View

When an active scheduled event is deleted, the points that were set on by the event will
be cleared as long as there are no other active events that have set them.

When an active scheduled event is deleted, the event point is cleared.

Drivers

Access Control Panel Types

When the [Cards] download button is clicked on the Quick Config dialog or the
properties dialog, or when the [Download Assigned Cards] button in Access
Management View is clicked, only cards with access sets that include the panel are
downloaded to it.

Accutech

The Driver Service no longer crashes when it receives a message from a Zone that has
not been configured in Intelli-Site. In addition, those zones are reported to the driver
Messages window if it is open.

Compass

The download flags now clear after auto-detect.

Only one Compass communication method is allowed per Compass driver.

Engine Service

When a valid read occurs for a card that has been deleted, the Engine will automatically send a
delete card message. This condition can only happen if the delete card message did not make
it to the panel when the card was deleted. This is the corollary to the automatic download of
valid cards.

The following issues specific to Intelli-Site Lite have been resolved:

N/A

Below are issues related to specific OEM versions:

N/A

Known Limitations

N/A

Products

Applies to:



Intelli-Site
Intelli-Site Lite
MASC
MASC Lite
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